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Hello Julie,
In the matter of Private Plan Change NPDC PLC18/00048 Oakura Farm Park Ltd before
the NPDC independent hearing commissioners, I wish to make the following points in
regards to the recent Applicant memorandum dated 31 July 2019 wanting a time
extension to the hearing and the ability to submit further information:
·

Why is the applicant trying to come back to the commissioners with new
information? If the Applicant can make further submissions of information, then
all parties deserve the same ability.

·

Why can the applicant try and extend the timeline to suit their purposes? The
hearing process was set down with ample notice to all parties, so they should not
be able to dictate the timeline now.

·

I feel all parties had their opportunity to make their case at the hearing with
sufficient time to prepare evidence and submissions.

Regards
Marvin Clough
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